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BIOEFFECTS OF NON-IONIZING ELECTRONIC PRODUCT RADIATION\ •. ,~·, 1 _I 

1 · f!..../ = fel-i:a:1/....J_ kl,.,,, 
W. A. Mills;? Ph.D. ,: o·· l,J f.L. 7o-{.;c2.. . 

While I will concentrat~~my remarks on non-ionizing radiation, T may/(£__~ 
have to talk a little about ionizing radiation. I don't want you to get 
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the impression that we are experts in non-ionizing radiation. This is as 
new to us as it is to you, but-I -think it is an exciting field, and one in 
whtch we can really ma~e a contribution.· I am impressed with this 
conference, because -if I read the attendance correctly,· among you, you 
represent something like 200 million people who are interested in the 
radiation aspects of public health. Like Ed Wilson, we too are faced 
with a shortage of funds, and because of this shortage, we have to rely 
pretty much on our,expertise in ionizing radiation • 

I will make the, point now, that we are not in any way reducing our 
efforts in ionizing'~adiation. I think Ed put his finger on it when he 
said that we still have a long way to go in medical and dental X-rays. 

Interest in the biological effects of non-ionizing radiation has 
received a new prospective in public health with the introduction of 
such electronic products as microwave ovens into private homes. However, 
this interest is not solely in microwaves, but under the enacted Public 
Law 90-602, includes the entire electromagnetic spectrum, intense mag~~ 
netic fields, and the sound spectrum. l 

I 
Today, I will discuss briefly our findings from examination of the 

literature in some of these areas of non-ionizing radiation. ·some of my) 
remarks are from staff papers being prepared by the Division of Biological 
Effects. These papers are to be published within the next·· several months. 
Other remarks have been taken from reports published\by the Bureau of 
Radiological Health on the bj-oeffects of microwaves and lasers. For a 
more complete review, indic,.lng references, the staff papers should be 
consulted. · ,,,.\. .. 

Ultraviolet 

\ 
. The ultravtolet region of the electr~gn'etic spectrum is interme

: diate in wavelength and frequency between the X-ray and visible regions. 
The limits of the ultraviolet portiorr-are not clear~cut and may be con
sidered to be electromagnetic rttdiation of wave length between 40 and 

.i.4,000 angstroms (A), or of frequency between 7.5 x 1016 and 7.5 x 1014 
.hertz (Hz), respectively. Fr~ a biological standpoint, the dividing 
line between ultraviolet and X-ray spectra may be considered to be at 
about 1,000 A (3 x 1015 Hz), where atoms and molecules can be ionized. 

' ' 

In the intact animal, the incident ultraviolet radiation does not 
penetrate through the skin. Below 2,900 A absorption tn humans is 

t. ~ lpirector, Division of Biological Effects, Bureau of Radiological Health, 
~ Public Health Service. 
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entirely in the epidermis. Between 2,900 and 3,200 A, less tha~ 10 ~e.r : .. ~·.'.;;4,f~~,i 
cent reaches the dermis. Over 50 per cent of wavelengths above 4,000 A _ .. ?l'Ji~i 
reach the dermis. It is, therefore, obvious that internal organs, are not ; i/\1·' :,'J'I 
liable to ultraviolet-induced damage. ; ;,":; ... '.')Jl 

·, ~~ '. -?-,~ 
I~ :.:~1}1~ 

The u~traviole~ from any given source depends on the source; _and on •.,:J•_-.\ ".:~ 
the absorbing ma ten.al around the source. For example, a quartz envelope · :. ·,r -~ 
in place of the phosphor-coated glass of an ordinary fluorescent lamp -· .. t .~~ .' , .] 

would convert that lamp into a powerful germicidal lamp emitting chief_l~ i_r:j·•.;~.!t.:;_~_:;_·j•~.·-
2537 A radiation. ,- ,:,~.:-••\t'. · 
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Any shielding between the ultraviolet source and the intact animal ,\,., ;.;:1, ;,:1;,

1
. 

either reduces or eliminates the ultraviolet. With few exceptions, media,i'.i~:;)- ·• 1
;, 

which transmit visible light may be suspected of transmitting ultrayiolet~rr;~;,; ... :..·~-

Whole-body exposure to ultraviolet radiation is possible, with ·- .·. /!:: ·~JI 
present day mores, only among those persons practicing nudism. Common. >, , , . f 
articles of clothing are effectively opaque to ultraviolet. ·t· , ,I 

i'-~ ... it 
The critical organs for ultraviolet radiation are the skin and the 

eye. The skin is the main absorber of ultraviolet and reacts by eryt~ema, 
tanning, and pigment darkening. The erythema, a reddening of the skin as 
a resul~ of dilation and engorgement of minute blood vessels in the 
dermis, may be accompanied by slight swelling of the exposed region. 
Severe exposures result in blistering and desquamation. Pre-erythemal 
histological changes in exposed skin are not evident. Al:out the time 
erythema is detected, intracellular edema and migration of leukocytes 
into the irradiated region begin. 

Ultraviolet exposure of the eye may cause painful corneal burn and 
blindness. To estimate the radiation required to produce such effects, 
one investigator has measured the power density emanating from a source 
under conditions which led to one painful case of corneal injury. Based 
on the accident, he estimated that 10 microwatts/cm2 from a germicidal 
lamp (principal ultraviolet is at 2537 A) for 20 minutes could produce 
the corneal injury. 

Ultraviolet radiation incident on the eye is absorbed successively 
by the cornea, the aqueous humor, the lens, and the vitreous htnnor. In 
the intact eye, ultraviolet radiation does not reach the retina. It is 
obvious, however, that removal of portions of the eyes, such as cornea 
in cataract operations, decreases the ultraviolet absorbing media. 

Visible Light 

Visible light covers the narrowest of the various electromagnetic 
wavelength bands, approximately 4,000 to 8,000 A, and is, as the name 
implies, the only one perceived by the human eye. The penetrating 
ability of visible light is slight except for transparent materials such 
as water, glass, and the lens and htnnors of the eye. 
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Because of its narrow depth of penetration, visible light in general 
does not manifest itself as a potential hazard. However, there are situ
ations in which it can become hazardous. Probably the one of greatest 
danger is that of high intensity light which may cause (1) transient loss 
of visual function (flash blindness), or (2) irreversible thermal injury 
of the retina. 

Flash blindness is a relatively new problem to man occurring only 
since man has developed sources of light brighter than the sun. It results 
fran the bleaching of the visual pigments. Flash blinding can be pre
vented with proper filtering of light when the occurrence is expected. 
The second of these effects on the eye, irreversible thermal injury, has 
been known for years. For example, lookouts for airplanes have on 
occasion suffered retinal lesions which appear to be caused by heat 
generated at the sun's image on the retina. 

In summary, it can be stated that, excluding lasers and masers and 
special focusing devices, the visible light range presents little biolog
ical hazard.per~ except to the eye. With regard to the eye there appear 
to be three predominant factors controlling the potential of the hazard: 
(1) intensity, (2) pupil dilation (i.e., area of exposure), and (3) length 
of exposure. If these factors can be controlled to keep the absorbed 
energy below the threshold of thermal burning, reported to be between 
40-50 calories/cm2 per minute, no eye injury would be expected. 

Infrared 

Infrared radiations have longer ~avelengths· (8,000 to 106 A) and are 
the radiations we "feel" when holding a hand up to the fire or a hot 
object. From the standpoint of biological effects, the quantum energy 

· :.r · in the infrared spectrum is sufficient to induce an increase in molecular 
1 

; and intramolecular action which is recognized as heat. Infrared radiation 
: ;)\ of 12,000 A has been shown to penetrate _tissue to a depth of about 3 
if ,millimeters, but penetration decreased rapidly with an increase in wave
~J, length because of moisture on the skin. Due to its shall<Jl,ol penetration, 
!Mi. the sensation of heat is quickly detected and can therefore give adequate 

1 
'.'ij-· .~ar~iing that extreme conditions exist. t, .. ! I'- t, ii ' ( 

~:.,,'• ., • ·"' ; I. 

;';l 1_:~: ;_·'.The fundamental action of infrared is heating. If the heating is 
it~;,;-~ •·s'U;fficient, burns of the skin, cataracts in lens of the eye or retinal 
it1f1 · ,<b~rns will o_ccur. The iris in the eye appears to absorb the radiation 
I ~,(~:,and increase the heating effect of the lens which is particularly sensi
!·:&.:.:f.~1iv7 because of ~ts poor heat-dissipating mechanism. In a~dition,. infra, ~,t · · ·'1;ed·· sources can increase the thermal load on man so that his sweating 
! l./tmechanism cannot compensate to lose enough heat. High body temperatures 

.·i;,~' · may develop, with resultant heat stroke or heat exhaustion. Heat cramps 
~·-•ti;.·· i:nay · also occ'ur because of excess loss of salt. 
, {-~, \ 'J ~~ • 
i-:h\\ 

. ,;:,11,· 1} ';" Two cases of radiant burns resulting from operating room lamps have 
•-iv~.-been reported. Corrnnonly there is a complaint that heat is too intense 
rz ·1.., before burning would occur. But if there is a loss of skin sensation, 

-~.J.,) ~th~ pain will not be felt. In the two cases mentioned above, the patients 
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were under anesthesia, had the blood supply to the "operative area" 
clamped off to prevent bleeding, and had the light focused on the same 
area for a considerable length of time. The results were third degre2 burns in the "operative area." Radiant energy of about 2 calories/cm per.'/ 
minute is near the burn threshold~level and likely to cause burns if 
modifying factors occur, such as poor blood circulation, dark skin colors, 
or environmental factors which limit heat dissipation. 

The last point to be mentioned is that of retinal burns and cataract 
formation. While the components of light which produce damage are the 
same for visible and infrared radiation, there are rather marked differ
ences between the two. Burns resulting from visible light usually require. 
a longer latent period since the light causes the pupil to constrict; 
hence a longer time is required to absorb sufficient energy (heat) to 
cause a burn. However, infrared radiation, not being visible, can be 
delivered through the widely dilated pupil. This wide-open pupil will 
admit roughly 50 times the energy per unit time that a small pupil will. 
This can also happen in combination with visible light where the peak 
energy is delivered in such a quick burst that the pupil or eyelid does . 
not have time to react. Since infrared radiation does not cause constric'.:. 
tion of the pupil, it is important to realize that glasses with high 
absorptive powers in the visible region may be very dangerous if they 
also have a high transmission in the infrared region; retinal lesions 
have occurred when the sun has been observed through such lenses. 

Lasers 

Lasers emit highly directional, spatially confined, beams of intense 
monochromatic radiation. Of the possible biological effects of laser 
radiation studied to date, the eye appears to be the most sensitive organ 
to injury. The lens of the eye focuses the incident visible laser radia
tion upon the retina resulting in an energy density at the retina of 
several orders of magnitude greater than the incident level at the cornea. 
For this reason, corneal intensities of visible laser radiation that 
could produce retinal damage are many orders of magnitude less than the 
incident intensities required to produce skin damage. 

The action of laser radiation on biological tissues may be divided 
into two broad areas: (1) those attributed to heat; (2) those not 
attributed to heat (nonlinear effects). These nonlinear effects include 
mechanical effects such as target recoil, pressure effect from thermal 
expansion, shock wave production, free radical formation,and harmonic 
generation of other wave lengths in crystalline tissue components. 

Laser-induced thermal lesions have been produced in various tissues 
in several animal species and in man. A theory that has been advanced 
to explain thermal injury includes: (1) thermal alteration of protein; 
(2) other possible alterations in metabolic processes; and (3) non
protein induced alterations in physical characteristics of cells. 

The absorption of high-intensity energy in the visible and near
visible portions of the electromagnetic spectrum by the eye has long 
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been known to cause ocular damage. For radiation in the visible, near
ultraviolet, and near-infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
the retina is considered the critical part of the eye, whereas in the 
ultraviolet and infrared regions, the portions of the eye anterior to 
the retina may be of greater concern. Fer wave lengths in the near
ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared regions, the amount of energy 
required to produce retinal injury is many orders of magnitude less than 
that required to produce skin damage. 

The effectiveness of laser radiation in producing retinal lesions 
is influenced by several factors: (1) pupil size; (2) spectral trans
mission through the ocular media; (3) spectral absorption in pigments of 
the retina and choroid; and (4) retinal spot size. 

17 

The threshold value for retinal damage may be defined as the energy 
density required to produce, within a short interval of time (approxi
mately five minutes) after exposure, a clinically visible retinal lesion. 
These values should not be taken as the absolute minimum for retinal 
damage since injury has been demonstrated at lower levels of irradiance 
by more refined techniques. It has been demonstrated that impairment of 
enzyme activity can occur at levels of irradiance 10 to 15 percent below 
those required to produce visible lesions. Also retinal lesions may not 
become clinically visible innnediately after exposure at low levels of 
irradiance. 

:i '-

Because of the lack of information on the human eye, threshold 
values are based upon data obtained from experimental animals, mostly 
rabbits. Extrapolation to the human eye must be made with caution. 
Research on retinal burns and clinical experience have shown that the 
rabbit retina provides a useful model for estimating a safe level of 
human exposure. The energy values necessary to produce threshold lesions 
are reported to be significantly lower in the rabbit than in the human. 

• ·· 
Exposure of the skin to laser radiation is· an obvious hazard; 

hOW"ever, the biological significance is much less than ocular exposure. 
There is a high probability that persons who work with laser generating 
equipment receive repeated exposures to their hands. Studies have been 
conducted on the skin of animals and to a very limited extent on man 
using a variety of energy levels and wave lengths. Summarizing the 

.. results, a certain energy density was required before there was any 
noticeable effect, either macroscopic or microscopic. The actual energy 
density required to produce a minimal skin lesion was dependent upon such 
~actors as the degree of pigmentation, thickness of the keratinized sur-

-':• ~ace, presence of hair, and its color. 
...... ~ 

' 
It' . Very little is known about the potential cumulative effects produced 

l,:J_. · Qy· ·repeated subthreshold exposures either to the eye or skin. Current ,
1
~ data in this area are not sufficient to provide information concerning the 

1 : • possibility of cumulative effects from repeated exposures. There appears 
'. .to be some conflict over the significance of repeated subthreshold expo-

:'', sures in the production of damage. 
F.;' -·~ i .. 
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• Microwaves 

' " >:'V ,,._ ',-;:•:~'f/f';{l~"i>)r_ • , I 

' ,. J. ~•c.-,._•,~l:'1-1-}, ' 
• "1 .. • ;1 ~r~. ~ i~ii' ~f-?) 
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Microwaves are electromagnetic radiations, intermediate in, _freque~~y·'( 1J~\\~1~t 
and wavelength between conventional radio waves and far infrared -waves·: .. ' ·11. •A ·,-1

, 

The approximate frequency and wave length characteristics of this type- of; ;'..: ~ · !., 
radiation are 30 to 300,000 megahertz (MHz) and 1000 to 0.1 centimeters __ ;--·•;-'·\.•:,.~ 
respectively. The exact differentiation as to frequency and wavelen-gth\.

1
: 

1
~:' ',-. :~ 

is a :::::n:f r::::n::::::n:t :::n f :::::cies . ranging. frnn appro~f- : '. .: ,: '. /JPI:: 
mately 100 through 100,000 MHz. Included also in the microwave range ~re ::, •·"}. 
frequencies used in television signal relay, long distance telephony,: _,;,·_11:!~,-~\.~ 
microwave ovens, and elect:rotherapy. Frequencies studied with resp~ct' to··: ·! ' /•fil' 
biological hazards have been primarily between approximately 10~ ai::id 1,,__1 ;t.,.,,yJ~::; \'.. ~ 
30,000 MHz. Possible hazards at frequencies less than 100 MHz have,.been.,,'.: 3 ,~~.t··:,. ~ 
investigated much less. ; '.: •, -~l~r~::· '';,;,f· .. :;il 

Considerable dis cuss ion has been generated over whether the b~~'~o:7"r)~:~h\.~t' 
ical effects of microwaves are· caused by an increase in the av:~~age ":. _./:i"·,;·:~ .. '\. ·; B 
kinetic energy of molecules comprising a tissue exposed to micrpwave~ : : ·, ~~<:··' .. ' ,~1 
(i.e. due to "thermal" effects) thereby effectively producing _a ~eat . ~.- · '._ 1l-\:.:, 
injury to the tissues involved; or whether significant effects ~n_ be!. ··.< .. ~-'->~,. -~f 
produced in exposed tissue where heating does not appear to be a matter -·· f i 
of paramount importance (i.e. "athermal" effects). For the present, ~',,v;r· /j 
these questions have not been resolved, since (1) there still appe_ars to_ ; { 
exist a semantic indecision about what to define as "thermal" and · ~-
"athermal" or "non thermal"; and (2) _most importantly, there, appears to' 
be considerable divergence of opinion on what constitutes "a significant 
effect" of microwaves. ', 

There are marked differences reported in observations by U.S. and 
Soviet workers in individuals exposed to microwaves. At flux densities 
of microwaves regarded to be clinically insignificant by many U.S. 
workers, Soviet scientists have observed a number of varied and fre- · 
quently serious changes in populations of exposed microwave workers. 
Both functional and behavioral changes have been reported by the 
Russians. Because many of the Russian studies have been either poorly 
or incompletely controlled, for example, with suitable groups of workers 
as comparison groups, criticism has been leveled at these reports. 
Nonetheless, a number of highly regarded scientists have urged that 
efforts on the part of U.S. investigators be instituted to attempt to 
affirm or deny the claims of Soviet workers. · 

The levels of flux density reported to produce biological effects 
in studies reported by the Russians have been as much as one or two 
orders of magnitude lower than the widely quoted microwave exposure guide 
of 10 milliwatts/cm2 in current use in the U.S. Based on Russian obser
vations of microwave workers (including poorly-defined control groups 
for some of the studies) a clinical syndrome characterized by "asthenia" 
and changes in autonomic nervous functions has been described. These 
asthenic reactions have been rather diffuse in nature a~d· irregularly 
noted. The vagueness of the asthenic symptom complex and its 
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. 
indefiniteness in any but a small fraction of microwave worker groups has 
probably contributed to the skepticism with which many .U.S. scientists 
have viewed the Russian studies. 

The asthenic syndrome defined by the Soviet scientists includes 
headaches, increased fatigability, 'memory difficulties, increased 
irritability, difficulty in sleeping, reduced sexual potency, chest 
pain, tremor of the hands, and other signs and symptoms, the majority of 
which are largely subjective. Objective signs reported by the Russians 
for microwave workers have included changes in the electrical conduc
tivity of the heart, enlargement of the thyroid glands, increased uptake 
of radioactive iodine by the thyroid gland, increased blood histamine 
levels, increases in alpha and beta globulins with a concomitant decrease 
in the albumin/globulin ratio. There have also been reported opacities 
of the lens of the eye. Other less well-defined findings have included 
hair loss and brittleness of hair. 

Studies of red and white blood cells have been reported by Russian 
investigators, for individuals whose exposure ranged from very low levels 
of microwaves (up to a few tenths of a milliwatt) to several milliwatts 
per square centimeter. There is great variability in the reported blood 
indices, but in general moderate leukocytosis and reticulocytosis have 
been noted in exposed microwave workers. 

Interestingly, in spite of the great Russian concern and interest in 
the effects of microwaves on the central nervous system, no reports of 
clinical neurological evaluation coupled with evaluations of electro
encephalographic tracings have been published. Some animal studies have 
been reported. 

In the United States, investigations of exposed microwave workers 
similar in scope and nature to those of the Russians have been exceed
ingly few. Two early studies of radar laboratory personnel include a 
study of microwave workers (about 335 workers) in an aircraft plant and 
another study of radar workers (about 800 workers) expressly designed to 
detect microwave effects on the lens of the eye. No other large group 
studies in the United States have been reported. Instead, the primary 
U.S. effort has focused on experimental animal studies at microwave 
frequencies and flux densities which, for the most part, have contributed 
to knowledge of the thermal effects of microwaves in that ~ost of the 

·studies employed flux densities exceeding 10 milliwatts/cm. 

The single U.S. study of microwave workers in an aircraft plant 
· failed to reveal any clinical findings directly attributable to micro
wave exposure with the exception of possible changes in the differential 
blood counts. 

The investigators noted that about 25 percent of the radar workers 
were aware of heating effects (most often noted with X-band radar). 
Buzzing vibrations, pulsations, and tickling about the head and ears were 
noted (with S-band radar). Also, the investigators stated that several 
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! ~ :f~l:r~ ~, ,,.. ~. radar workers complained of sparking between dental fillings. In this . , .. l"'. ., .. -;:,ti· -t1; .. :,i :_ . ~' evaluation no unusual or significant differences were recorded b.etween -~ \~tit: t the exposed and the control groups. The authors concluded that the .,_, lt•:1. 1
~ ... \.i . '. working conditions and exposures did not result in any harmful effects ,·,·:i' •'-which could be attributed to microwave radiations. 

11 t}. (&, -~ 
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It should be pointed out that this study of aircraft workers suffer~~~<~'- J from some shortcomings of many of the Russian studies. For example, the .. _ ,., ')'.}.':~ control group of workers was poorly defined by the investigators report-·:;.,_( .. -/, .. 1;' ing the study. It was not a matched group. Nothing is stated about sex~:·;(•~·.·, matching although presumably all subjects were males. Apparently the '-· ~ ,, 1t 1 .. 
c?ntrol group was, in genera 1, a sicker group of individuals than the · :._,~}~XX:~ microwave worker group. , . "'?ft;·_, 

~'-i ..... )(. "'i -'·' 

In the other large American study, nearly 800 microwave workers . ': :·-.i•t'~:" i have undergone eye examinations in an effort to define the incidence o·f' · 
0 

· /?;.~,if lenticular injury. In addition, a control group of over 500 non- · · \-~·fi~i microwave workers has also been examined. This study was conducted . ; .. , ;=1',r~: by a clinical ophthalmologist and included slit-lamp examinations of the ~~ ... :, ::"'!-!f.J'. 
eye lens. Initial indications were that no differences existed in the · .... ;·~~1, incidence of eye pathology in the two groups of workers examined. More . { \J. recently, however, incipient and overt cataracts have been observed in .. . i 1. the microwave-exposed population. ii,'·' ' 

~~-
In the above study, 91 cases of microwave lens damage were 

discovered; 36 of these cases were classified clinically as cataracts 
(10 mature and 26 ilIUllature). The other 55 cases currently exhibit 
minimal changes, e.g., roughening, thickening,and early opacification of 
the posterior capsule of the lens. According to the investigator, the 
threshold flux density seems to be 100 milliwatts/cm2, although total 
energy and rate of delivery are unknown. The details of this study are 
lacking, and it is not clear whether recent observations included a 
comparable control group of subjects in whom no pathology was found. 

The available data on microwave effects based on human experience 
is quite limited and unsatisfactory. The number of individuals studied 
to date has been small, the evaluations at times have been cursory or 
biased, and at no time (other than in the studies on the eye) has there 
been a long-term evaluation of microwave workers going beyond three or 
four years. Isolated reports of spectacular effects of microwave radia
tion including death, hypogonadism, cataract formation, or a possible 
relationship to mongolism, indicate that these problems exist primarily 
in an occupational sphere. However, in the light of well-documented 
(but limited) studies, involving both humans and animals, in which 
reproducible physiological and behavioral changes have been induced by 
reported low microwa~e exposures, the potential of microwaves for causing added burdens of functional, psychosomatic,or behavioral problems in the 
public sphere should be evaluated as soon as possible. 

I should mention that within our Division we have initiated some 
programs in the area of microwaves. These are: 
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,, :✓.Dr. Russel Carpenter2, in a "bench-type" consulting arrange

ment, will be continuing his studies on cataract production in rabbits · 

following microwave exposure. Dr. Carpenter has demonstrated that there 

is a cumulative effect of sub threshold exposures. This research will be 

performed at the Northeastern Radiological Health Laboratory. 

!. 
\ . 
i•· 
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(i) Dr. Maitland Baldwin3 , a neurosurgeon at the National 

Institutes of Health, has for several years been studying, in primates, 

changes in electro-encephalograms following radar exposure. These 

studies are currently being continued in our Rockville laboratory. 

··'f0 Dr. Moris Shore4 and Dr. William Leach5 are currently con

ducting ~e biological experiments using a home-type microwave oven as 

a radiation source. Dr. Shore is producing some LD50 information on 

rats and hamsters, as well as studying possible changes in protein 

synthesis. Dr. Leach is doing some chromosomal studies following exposure 

in vivo and in vitro. 

J The Bureau of Radiological Health in cooperation with the 

Medical College of Virginia is planning a "Symposium on the Biological 

Effects and Health Implications of Microwave Radiation." This symposium 

is scheduled for mid-September of this year and will be held in 

Richmond, Virginia. 

Radio and Low Frequency (, 

I~ 1 

An area of investigation which is related to and often spoken of in 

the same context as electromagnetic waves and electromagnetic fields, is 

;~: l!igh frequency electric currents. Their ability to heat tissue simulates 

i the effect of electromagnetic waves. Consequently, high frequency 

!~ alternating currents have their medical application in diathermy (deep 

,r J tissue heating), and have been erroneously given the name of "ultra-

,:.~· .shortwave" (U.S.W.) therapy. 
'~'g. •· ~. . ,,. ' 

'I i: •' 
· J Unlike microwave (M. W .) therapy also used in medical diathermy, 

,' -~.,' .. ~.•uitra-shortwave" therapy has nothing to do with short waves but utilizes 

i ··J.. :, '.ultra-high frequency electrical currents. The conunonly used and 'approved 
'). I.,. . · tf ·. i,frequency is 27 MHz. One of the two techniques employed is called the 

:?f : coridenser field technique in which the target (patient) is a part of the 

rs;,}·· total circuit which conducts the electrical current from the current 

~'\\, ·)eii.ir~tor through a capacitor. The second or the inductive field tech

j : / tiique; involves an alternating current passing through a coil. The sub

}(\·~ ~eq~ent alternating magnetic field in turn causes electrical currents 

fi! . . ~ ' ·, , ..... ',. 

1J:,;, ""%""p""r_o_f_e_s_s_o_r_E_m_e_r_i_t_u_s_i_n_B_iology, Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts. 

~;~t'., ·:. lchief, Surgical Neurology, National Institute of Neurological Diseases 

~\t,'. . and .. Stroke, Bethesda, ,Maryland. 
\' 1Y_,, .:. 4A,cting Chief, Experimental Studies Branch, Division of Biological Effects, 

lJ,, 'Bureau of Radiological Health, Public Health Service. · 

f} ~-.,. ~.Acting Chief, Genetic Studies Section, Division of Biological Effects, 

t~f~?)~· t~r-~au .of',~adiological Health, Public Health Service. 
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in the conducting body tissues. The extent of the heating of biological .. -.~ :·, .~ 
material in high-frequency condenser fields is related both to the ·· · · l 
dielectric constant and to the conductivity of the material. The con- · ~ •. · ·j 
ducti vity at which the maximum effect occurs is proportional to the £re..: .... ,_ .' i 
quency for a given concentration of the electrolyte. This heating of : 
electrolytes in high-frequency fields has an important bearing upon the · ~ 
extent to which biological specimens are heated when placed in such J 
fields. Biological effects of high-frequency alternating currents have • t 

. ti' 
been observed for bacteria and viruses which were totally inactivated 
when alternating current was passed through the liquid medium below the 
temperature at which heating effects may occur. 

·non-
Although some investigators still question the interpretation of 

so-called nonthermal effects, numerous claims strongly supporting 
thermal interactions between electric and magnetic fields at low 
frequency exist in the literature. 

One of the most significant and consistent athermal effects is 
"pearl-chain" formation which is most pronounced around 20 MHz. Pearl
chain formation refers to the tendency of microscopic particles to 
rearrange under the influence of electrical fields, to form chains of 
particles in the field direction. Particles suspended in a liquid of a 
different dielectric constant become electrically polarized when they 
are subjected to a high frequency alternating field. Electrical cha~ges 
appear on the boundaries of the particle which in essence create an 
electrical dipole, aligning itself with the electrical field. Particles 
in close proximity will tend to attract each othe~ forming the character
istic pearl-chains. 

,. 

In one study involving the exposure of alcohol dehydrogenase and DNA 
to very low and radio-frequency fields, no observable structural changes 
were found (as determined by changes in hypochromicity and viscosity) even 
though absorption of electromagnetic energy was observable through measure
ment of dielectric loss. However, a definite athermal chemical change in 
macromolecules has been demonstrated in another study, in which it was 
observed that irradiation at 13 MHz produced a component in gamma globulin 
with a different electrophoretic mobility as well as different immuno
chemical properties from control gamma globulin. Following low frequency 
exposure, there have been reports of chromosomal aberrations (linear 
shortening of chromosomes, pseudo-chiasmata, amitotic division, bridging, 
irregularities in the chromosomal envelope) in garlic root tips growing 
in water. The root tips had been placed between two insula.ted electrodes 
for five minutes with a pulsed frequency of 27 MHz with no observable 
changes in water temperature. 

Possibly related to pearl-chain formation of particles is the 
strange behavior of unicellular and microorganisms when exposed to radio
frequency fields. Nonmotile organisms aligned parallel to the lines of 
force at frequencies in the lower megahertz range, and some of those 
aligned at right angles to the lines of force at higher frequency. 
Similarly, motile microorganisms were constrained to travel only parallel 

~· 
' ' 
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to the field at lower frequency (8.5 MHz) and at right angles to the lines 
of force at higher frequencies. 

A sizeable portion of the literature on biological effects of radio
frequency and low-frequency waves has come out of Russia, primarily 
dealing with functional changes in the nervous and cardiovascular systems. 
Some of the documented effects which have been categorized as athermal are 
an alteration in conditioned-reflex activity of the brain of rabbits, and 
deleterious effects on motor functions. 

In the United States, rats exposed to frequencies of 6, 14, and 
21 MHz, and 3 levels of radiation exposure have been examined for physi
ological and pathological changes. The physiological parameters that 
were studied consisted of water consumption, fecal count, weight change, 
and intestinal motility. Although there were differences between the 
various groups and their controls, changes were not consistent and clear
cut. More conclusive were the findings of pathological effects derived 
from analysis of autopsies during irradiation and post-irradiation. The 
pathological effects were based on studies of the cardiovascular, respi
ratory, hematopoietic, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, and endocrine 
systems. All but the endocrine system showed significant effects of the 
irradiation over the control. 

There is sufficient evidence in the literature indicating that 
electromagnetic radiation in the radio-frequency and very-low-frequency 
range is capable of producing thermal effects which are, therefore, 
absorbed dosage dependent as well as nonthermal effects which are field 
dependent and not necessarily related to heating. These effects are 
primarily concerned with pearl-chain formation, central nervous system, 
and peripheral nervous system. 

lj 
~-

Other Radiations 

Having covered the entire electromagnetic spectrum, and that only 
superficially, there remains such topics as magnetic fields and the sound 

, spectrum.· 

tr: '· In the case of intense magnetic fields, there have been a consider-J.! able number of b_iological effects observed from exposure to high intensity 
!iV,,,fields. -· This, however, is not a problem which could affect significant 
N1' ., :~umbers of people and, therefore, no further discussion is necessary. 

f~~: ;: /\ .-; 1

In ~egard to the sound spectrum, there does appear to be a need for i,.; t~e ·concern for produc~s wh~ch emit ultrasonic energy. 

,. ,., · Summary Report on the B1olog1ca 1 Effects of "Ultrasonic" Energy 

i-:. With the increasing use of ultrasonics in diagnostic and thera-
' peutic medicine, in industry,and in biological research, those who are 

,,./·; ·. pµblic health oriented should prudently examine the possibility of 
U:~ · ,· ultrasonic energy being a pub lie health problem. < . \ 
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The use of ultrasonics in medicine in the diagnosis and treatment,of-fk\f1::.;; • 

human ailments has become widespread. For example, several thous~nd case~·J}:r 

per week are involved in the United Kingdom. However, no evidence• of any.·, ... 1;. t\;1, 

harmful effects after several hundred obstetric and gynecoiogical exa~ina• f·, :~,\ii: 
!'S, 1,t ..... 

tions has been reported. Also, no changes in EEG patterns, cerebral- , :,-::· -:.i ,r~• 
~- "• . - * ' 

tissue enzyme, and his to logy have been found in the brains of six termin~~1,t'·,:: ·. ".',l 

patients exposed for periods of one hour each to diagnostic pulsed ultJ;~•· . .:_; · /+',, 
sonic energy. Emphasis should be made of the fact that no long-term 1 ;,:,tr',, .. • •-~ 

follow-up studies have been done on those receiving ultrasonic energy .for•.:<;'( ~i { 
!•. ,_ •• ,,; i... ' ~ j 

medical purposes. 
11 • , •• ,· , .; 

r /~ ~ 
1 :~:f: i~ ' 

,• \'I. ··: ·• ~r•:...... ~~- r!~ _ t 

In animal studies using diagnostic-type ultrasonic irradiations, .·n'<>::~.: 1~·.<-;.;'•i: . 

detectable genetic changes after irradiating frog spawn have been found~~:,;,,,, t.:·. if -
Similarly, in a more extensive investigation on mice, no toxic, histo- .: ,_.;i~t'.,-;it-t!'. ., 

logical, behavioral or genetic changes following exposure to ultrasonic~\/.,,_;_;.~~-'..;;;: 

energy were found. However, one investigator does report that high~r ,;:-~1,. <tli · 
intensity pulsed exposures of pregnant mice produced a significant .change_: ,.:f~1,/ ) 
in litter size and a concomitant increase in fetal abnonnalitie~. : , .. ,; .: ,!,.-~ , ',.,r)·: .... ,·. ,.\.·;.: ... ,~./-.-I 
Summary · < ;.,' ,;:~(?;~·', ;:_, 

In surmnary, several points can be made: 
,•,' 1 

1. The available information on the 

ionizing radiation is difficult to interpret 

health problems. Many contradictions exist. 

biological effects of non-. 
as to its meaning to public' 

2. This difficulty in int~rpretation can be overcome only by a 

research effort well-designed to answer specific questions. 

3. The research effort into the biological effects must be 

equalled by an effort in the dosimetry aspects of these problems. 

4. Some of these areas, because of their difficulties and 

uncertainties, offer tremendous and exciting opportunities to scientists 

in radiation activities to make a significant contribution to public health 

information. 

I would make one final comment, which is rather personal. I have 

been in ionizing radiation for 17 years and, as a physicist, became 

interested in biological systems. To me the microwave area of research 

is extremely exciting; it is exciting for the physicist to be able to 

measure this form of radiation; and it is exciting to a biologist because 

so mueh uncertainty still exists as to the effects of this form of 

radiation. 

I think in the next few years the~e will be a great deal of effort 

put into the investigation of the microwave region and also the region 

below the microwave. This is an exciting field, and I know many of you 

will come into this field as excited as I am. 
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DR. MILLER: Thank you, Bill, for that excellent overview in such a shor,t 
'! period of time. 

l !l Mr. Charles Weaver will give you an insight on surveillance problems. 
l, I think it is a very timely discussion. 


